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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1741839A1] A concrete pile comprises first and second concrete pile sections joined together by respective end connectors, each end
connector comprising an end plate covering an end of the pile section, two recess blocks fixed to an inner part of the end plate, two projecting pins
fixed to an outer part of the end plate and a side pin for insertion through the two recess blocks, thereby to retain projecting pins of the other end
connector which are inserted into the recess blocks. The recess blocks are arranged at two adjacent quarters of the end plate, and the projecting
pins are arranged at the other adjacent quarters of the end plate, and one side wall of the skirt is provided with an opening, which is aligned with
openings in the two recess blocks. The side pin of one end connector extends into the same side face of the joined concrete pile as the side pin
of the other end connector. The two pins for forming the join can be hammered into the same face, so that the pile driver mast does not obscure
access.
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